
 

 

• We have used the color value based likelihood for particle filters which improved the detection rates of  

particle filters which improves the detection rates of face regions 

• We  have established high recognition rates for extracting sequences in which specific players appear 

     future work : Improving the method to over come  some cases such as video blur, quick camera motion, and   

                          complicated occlusions 
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Objective 
To recognize specific players  

from broadcast soccer video  

for video retrieving 
What way? 

• Detecting face regions 

from video 

• Recognizing specific 

players using face regions 
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Face detection 

Haar-like feature 

• Scalar values that represent differences  

    in average intensities between black and  

    white rectangular regions 
 

• A small number of effective features are selected 

by updating the sample distribution using AdaBoost 

 

Face  regions 
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Tracking of face regions 

Particle filter 
• Particle filters are sophisticated model estimation 

techniques based on simulation repeatedly 

• We set a difference of color value between a region 

centered on face regions’ center and a region centered on 

a particle as the likelihood function of the particle filter 
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Player recognition 

Support Vector Machine 

One of the most well-known supervised learning 

machines and can translate a complex problem 

into an identification problem of two classes 

Face regions & 
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Our face detector could detect 118 regions of 

players’ face, but 34 regions wasn’t detected. 

Face detection   

We tracked face regions using particle filters 

and could interpolate 27 regions against 34 

regions which face detector couldn’t detect. 

Tracking of face regions 

×100 ≈ 𝟗𝟓% 
118+27 

118+34 

The precision  rate of extracting 

face regions in both steps 

Player Correct False Missing Precision Recall 

A 5 2 1 71.4% 83.3% 

B 5 1 0 83.3% 100% 

We applied the specific players’ recognition method using support 

vector machine into all face regions included in each sequence of 

candidates. ‘Sequence of candidates’ is constructed as a sequence 

of consecutive three or more frames which include detected face 

regions from face detector and interpolation.  
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